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Total energy calculations within the Density Functional Theory have been carried out in order to
investigate the structural, electronic, and optical properties of un-doped and doped silicon nano-
structures of different size and different surface terminations. In particular the effects induced by the
creation of an electron-hole pair on the properties of hydrogenated silicon nanoclusters as a func-
tion of dimension are discussed in detail showing the strong interplay between the structural and
optical properties of the system. The distortion induced on the structure by an electronic excitation
of the cluster is analyzed and considered in the evaluation of the Stokes shift between absorption
and emission energies. Besides we show how many-body effects crucially modify the absorption
and emission spectra of the silicon nanocrystals. Starting from the hydrogenated clusters, differ-
ent Si/O bonding at the cluster surface have been considered. We found that the presence of a
Si O Si bridge bond originates significative excitonic luminescence features in the near-visible
range. Concerning the doping, we consider B and P single- and co-doped Si nanoclusters. The neu-
tral impurities formation energies are calculated and their dependence on the impurity position within
the nanocrystal is discussed. In the case of co-doping the formation energy is strongly reduced,
favoring this process with respect to the single doping. Moreover the band gap and the optical
threshold are clearly red-shifted with respect to that of the pure crystals showing the possibility of
an impurity based engineering of the absorption and luminescence properties of Si nanocrystals.

Keywords: Silicon Nanocrystals, Band Structure, Calculations, Optical Properties, Emission
Mechanism, Doping.

1. INTRODUCTION

The complete comprehension and the control of the prop-
erties of materials is crucial for improving the infor-
mation technology on which our modern life is built.
The ever increasing demands from distributed information

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

systems are stimulating the research and the technol-
ogy development. Theory has a central role because a
microscopic understanding represents a fundamental step
towards the innovation, design, and fabrication of new
materials and devices. The ability to describe structural,
electronic, and optical properties of new materials with
accurate first-principles methods is hence of fundamental
importance.
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In particular silicon microelectronics devices have rev-
olutionized our life in the second half of the last century.
Integration and economy of scale are the two key ingre-
dients for the silicon technological success. Silicon has a
band gap of 1.12 eV that is ideal for room temperature
operations and has an oxide that allows the processing
flexibility to place today more than 108 transistors on a
single chip. The extreme integration levels reached by Si
microelectronics industry have permitted high speed per-
formance and unprecedented interconnection levels. The
present interconnection degree is sufficient to cause inter-
connect propagations delays, overheating, and information
latency between single devices. To overcome this bottle-
neck, photonic materials, in which light can be generated,
guided, modulated, amplified, and detected, need to be
integrated with standard electronics circuits to combine
the information processing capabilities of electronic data
transfer and the speed of light. In particular, chip to chip
or even intra-chip optical communications all require the
development of efficient optical functions and their inte-
gration with state-of-art electronic functions.1

Silicon is the desired material, because Si-based opto-
electronics would open the door to faster data transfer and
higher integration densities at low cost. Si microphoton-
ics has boomed during these last years. Almost all the
various photonic devices have been demonstrated,1�2 the
main limitation of silicon photonics remains the lack of
any practical Si-based light source.

Several attempts have been employed to engineer lumi-
nescent transitions in an otherwise indirect material.1

After the initial impulse given by the pioneering work
of Canham on photoluminescence (PL) from porous sil-
icon (PS),3 nanostructured silicon has received extensive
attention (for review see Refs. [4–15]). This activity is
mainly centered on the possibility of getting relevant opto-
electronic properties from nanocrystalline Si. It is gener-
ally accepted that the quantum confinement, caused by the
restricted (nanometric) size, is essential for the visible light
emission in Si nanostructures, but some controversial inter-
pretations of the PL properties of Si nanocrystals (Si-nc)
still exist.1�10

The theoretical investigation of phenomena such as the
Stokes shift (difference between absorption and emission
energies), the PL emission energy versus nanocrystal size,
etc. can give a fundamental contribution to the under-
standing of how the optical response of such systems can
be tuned. An interesting amount of work has been done
regarding excited Si-nc,4–15 but a clear comprehension of
some aspects is still lacking. The question of surface
effects, in particular oxidation, has been addressed in the
last years. Both theoretical calculations and experimental
observations have been applied to investigate the possible
active role of the interface on the optoelectronic properties
of Si-nc. Different models have been proposed: Baierle
et al.16 have considered the role of the surface geometry

distortion of small hydrogenated Si clusters in the excited
state. Wolkin et al.17 have observed that oxidation intro-
duces defects in the Si-nc band-gap which pin the transi-
tion energy. They claimed the formation of a Si O double
bond as the pinning state. The same conclusion has been
recently reached by other authors,18–21 whereas Vasiliev
et al.22 have pointed out that similar results can be obtained
also for O connecting two Si atoms (single bond) at the
Si-nc surface. The optical gain observed in Si-nc embed-
ded in SiO2 formed by different techniques23–26 has given
a further impulse to these studies. Interface radiative states
have been suggested to play a key role in the mechanism
of population inversion at the origin of the gain.23�24�27

Nevertheless many researchers are still convinced of the
pure quantum confinement model and they are focusing
the efforts mainly on the self-trapped excitonic effects28�29

in order to explain the differences between their results
and the experimental outcomes.

Other possibilities to circumvent the indirect gap behav-
ior of bulk Si are given by the introduction in the Si-nc
of an isoelectronic impurity1�10 or by simultaneous n- and
p-type impurity doping.30 In a series of intriguing papers
Fujii and collaborators30–32 have demonstrated the possi-
bility to control the PL properties of Si-nc by simultaneous
doping with B and P impurities. They have shown not only
that the PL intensity of co-doped Si-nc is always higher
than that of either P- or B doped Si-nc, but also that it
is even higher than that of the un-doped Si-nc. Besides,
under resonant excitation condition, the co-doped samples
did not exhibit structures related to momentum-conserving
phonons, suggesting that in this case the quasidirect optical
transitions are predominant.

In this paper we present a comprehensive first-principles
study of the structural, electronic, and optical properties
of un-doped and B and P single and simultaneously doped
Si-nc. Since in all cases the quasidirect optical transitions
are the most relevant, the phonon-assisted ones are not
included in the optical calculations. The aim is to inves-
tigate in a systematic way their structural, electronic, and
stability properties as a function of size as well as point-
ing out the main changes induced by the nanocrystal exci-
tation. A comparison between the results obtained using
different Density Functional Theory (DFT)-based methods
will be presented. The absorption and emission spectra and
the effects induced by the creation of an electron-hole pair
are also calculated and discussed in detail including many-
body effects for both hydrogenated and oxidized Si-nc.

In Section 2 we focus on the structural properties, calcu-
lated for H-terminated Si-nanocrystals both in the ground-
and in an excited-state configuration, corresponding to the
first allowed optical transition, showing how a different
electronic configuration can modify such structural prop-
erties and give rise to the Stokes shift between absorption
and emission energies.

In Section 3 we present the results concerning the role
of different Si/O bond geometries at the cluster’s surface
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on the electronic properties of the Si-nc. Moreover we
present here both absorption and emission spectra fully
including excitonic effects.

In both Sections 2 and 3 a comparison between different
ab-initio DFT-based methods is performed and discussed.

In Section 4 the effects of boron and phosphorus single
and co-doping on the impurity formation energies and on
the electronic and optical properties of Si-nc are calculated
and discussed in details.

Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC
PROPERTIES OF SI-NANOCRYSTALS:
GROUND STATE VERSUS
EXCITED STATE

The study of the Si-nc has been done within the DFT,
using a pseudopotential, plane-wave approach.33 All the
calculations related to this section have been performed
with the ABINIT code.34 Norm-conserving, non-local
Hamann-type pseudopotentials have been used. The Kohn-
Sham wave functions have been expanded within a plane-
wave basis set, choosing an energy cutoff of 32 Ry. Each
Si-nc has been embedded within a large cubic super-
cell, containing sufficient vacuum in order to have nano-
crystal interactions negligible. Convergence with respect
to both energy cutoff and supercell side has been checked.
Gradient-corrected Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)
exchange-correlation functional has been used for both
structural and electronic properties calculations.

The calculations for each cluster have been performed
both in the ground and the excited state where the excited
state is approximated with the electronic configuration in
which the highest occupied single-particle state (HOMO)
contains a hole �h�, while the lowest unoccupied single-
particle state (LUMO) contains the corresponding elec-
tron �e�. The structural properties have been determined
by allowing full relaxation of each Si-nc until the maxi-
mum force was lower than 5× 10−5 Ha/Bohr. The start-
ing atomic structures for all clusters has been fixed with
all Si atoms occupying the same position as in the bulk
crystal, and passivating the surface with H atoms placed
along the bulk crystal directions, at a distance determined
by studying the SiH4 molecule. Excitation of nanoclusters
has been studied calculating pair-excitation energies36–38

taking into account the formation of an electron-hole pair
(constrained DFT method (CDFT) which has been proven
to work well for zero-dimensional systems). A schematic
representation is drawn in Figure 1. The nanocluster exci-
tation (from configuration (1) to (2) in Fig. 1) occurs with
the atomic positions fixed in their ground-state configura-
tion. We define, following Ref. [37], E�N� the N -electron
ground-state energy and E�N�e− h� the total energy of
the nanocluster calculated with the electron-hole pair con-
straint. The difference 
A

ex = E�N�e−h�−E�N� gives the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a Stokes shift relaxation. In config-
uration (1), the cluster is in its electronic ground state, and the atomic
geometry is relaxed to its lower energy configuration. On absorption of
a photon, the nanocluster undergoes a vertical electronic excitation from
configuration (1) to configuration (2). Once in the excited electronic state,
the atomic geometry of the cluster relaxes to a lower energy configuration
(from configuration (2) to configuration (3)). Finally, the excited electron
and hole recombine via another vertical transition, configuration (3) to
configuration (4). The Stokes shift is defined as 
A

ex −
E
ex.

energy needed for the creation of the pair, and defines
the absorption edge (let us note that, with reference to
Fig. 1, E�N� ≡ E1 and E�N�e− h� ≡ E2, E1 and E2

being the cluster total energies in the configuration 1 and 2
respectively). It should be noted that the quasi-particle gap
defined as E�N +1�+E�N −1�−2E�N�, and calculated
from the N + 1-, N − 1-, and N -electron total energies,
neglects the effect of the Coulomb attraction between the
electron and the hole.

After excitation, due to the change in the charge density,
relaxation occurs until the atoms reach a new minimum
energy configuration, in presence of the electron-hole pair
(from configuration (2) to (3) in Fig. 1). This modifies the
electronic spectrum, implying that the levels involved in
the emission process (electron-hole recombination, from
configuration (3) to (4) in Fig. 1) change. The emission
energy can be defined as 
E

ex = E ′�N � e − h�− E ′�N �,
where E ′�N � e− h� and E ′�N � are the nanocluster total
energies evaluated in presence and in absence of the
electron-hole pair respectively, with the atoms occupying
the equilibrium positions of the excited state (see config-
urations (3) and (4) in Fig. 1, with E ′�N � e− h� ≡ E3,
E ′�N �≡ E4). The difference �EStokes = �
A

ex −
E
ex� (which,

in Fig. 1, corresponds to �E2−E1�−�E3−E4�) defines the
Stokes shift. Therefore, a contribution to the Stokes shift
arises from relaxation after excitation of the nanocluster.
This model assumes that the relaxation under excita-
tion is faster than the electron-hole recombination. The

J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 8, 479–492, 2008 481
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calculations performed are not spin-polarized, however it
should be noted that similar computations have been done
by Franceschetti and Pantelides35 within local spin-density
approximation, showing that the singlet–triplet splitting is
significantly smaller than the Stokes shift.

The structural properties of semiconductor nanoclus-
ters have been calculated performing for each cluster the
geometry relaxation both in the ground- and excited-state
configuration and without any symmetry constraint. To
qualitatively appreciate the structural changes, we have
plotted in Figure 2 the relaxed structures of some clusters,

Fig. 2. Calculated structures for the (a) Si1H4, (b) Si5H12, (c) Si10H16,
(d) Si29H36, and (e) Si35H36 clusters at relaxed geometry in the ground-
(left panels) and excited-state (right panels) configuration.

both in their ground- and excited-state configurations. The
Si H bond lengths remain practically unchanged for both
the ground and excited state configurations, in contrast
with the Si Si distances (indicating that the excitation
concerns the Si shells rather than being simply localized on
the surface). The first-, second-, third-, and fourth-neighbor
distances are almost unchanged, with respect to bulk val-
ues, in the ground-state configuration, while significative
deviations are induced by the excitation. Therefore, the
presence of an electron-hole pair in the clusters causes a
strong deformation of the structures with respect to their
ground-state configuration, and this is more evident in
small systems. This is what we expect, since for large clus-
ters the charge density perturbation is distributed through-
out all the structure, and the distortion effect being local
becomes less evident (only small adjustments of bonds
and angles occur with respect to the ground state). On
reducing the dimension, such effect can induce large dis-
tortions of the structure, which for Si1H4 and Si5H12 are
particularly strong (see Fig. 2). Similar results have been
found in Ref. [39], which points out a contraction effect
on the average bond lengths, approaching the bulk value
for H Si-nc with diameter of about 20 Å as well as the
absence of a uniform behavior for the excited structures.40

The structural modifications are immediately reflected
into the electronic structure. In Figure 3 we show the
HOMO-LUMO gap for both the ground and excited states
together with the absorption and emission energies calcu-
lated as previously described (see Fig. 1). Let us recall that
we calculate the absorption gap with the atoms fixed at the
ground-state relaxed positions as the difference between
the total energy of the cluster in presence of the electron-
hole pair and the total energy in the ground-state configu-
ration. The emission gap is calculated in a similar way, but
with the relaxed geometry of the excited state. The absorp-
tion by the cluster in its ground state configuration induces
a transition between the HOMO and LUMO levels, which

Fig. 3. Absorption (upper curves) and emission (lower curves) val-
ues calculated from both pair-excitation energies (circles) and HOMO-
LUMO gaps (squares) for the Si1H4, Si5H12, Si10H16, Si29H36, and Si35H36

clusters. The lines are guides for the eyes.

482 J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 8, 479–492, 2008
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Table I. Stokes shift values for hydrogenated Si clusters: Present work versus theoretical data present in literature.

Theory

H Si clusters Diameter (nm) This work Ref. [38] Ref. [35] Ref. [46] Ref. [47]

Si1H4 00 838
Si5H12 045 567
Si10H16 055 440 LDA QMC
Si29H36 09 135 069 10 292 022 070
Si35H36 11 092 057 08 167
Si66H64 13 050
Si87H76 15 022 032
Si29H24 08 084 034 04 117

for all these clusters is optically allowed (nonzero dipole
matrix element). Such a transition is followed by a clus-
ter relaxation in the excited state configuration giving rise
to distorted geometries (as shown in Fig. 2) and to new
LUMO and HOMO, whose energy difference is smaller
than that in the ground-state geometry. It is between these
two last states that emission occurs and it is worth point-
ing out how such a shift changes as a function of the
dimension.

A great number of papers present in the literature (for a
recent review see Ref. [10]) consider the HOMO-LUMO
gaps of the ground and excited state as the proper absorp-
tion and emission energies; this approximation is worse
the smaller is the cluster. In fact, from Figure 3 it is
clearly seen that the difference between absorption and
HOMO-LUMO ground state (GS) gap and between emis-
sion and HOMO-LUMO excited state (EXC) gap is the
larger the smaller is the H Si-nc (Delerue et al.41 have
pointed out that for clusters with diameter larger than
1.2 nm there is a cancellation between self-energy correc-
tion and Coulomb term: thus the lowest excitonic energy
is “correctly” predicted by the single-particle band gap.
We note from Figure 3 that, in our calculations, on going
from smaller to larger clusters the difference between the
HOMO-LUMO gap in the ground state and the absorp-
tion gap becomes smaller). In particular the GS HOMO-
LUMO gap tends to be smaller than the absorption energy
while the EXC HOMO-LUMO gap tends to be larger than
the emission energy. In conclusion, trying to deduce the
Stokes shift simply from the HOMO-LUMO gaps leads to
errors especially for small clusters.

When comparing our results for the ground state with
other DFT calculations we note that there is in general
a good agreement. Actually regarding Si1H4 Grossman
et al.42 have found 7.8 eV for the HOMO-LUMO gap
while Onida and Andreoni43 have obtained 8.1 eV; these
values have to be compared with our calculated 7.93 eV
result. Our 3.65 eV calculated absorption gap for Si29H36

is in nice agreement with the 3.6 eV44 obtained with the
same method both by Puzder et al.38 and Franceschetti et
al.35 It is worth mentioning that our results for the absorp-
tion gaps of the Si1H4 (8.76 eV) and Si5H12 (6.09 eV)
clusters agree quite well with the experimental results of

Itoh et al.45 Using synchrotron radiation in the gaseous
phase they have found excitation energies of 8.8 eV and
6.5 eV respectively.

Regarding the Stokes shift, really few data exist in lit-
erature as Table I shows,35�3846�47 and, in particular for
really small H Si-nc (from Si1H4 to Si10H16), no data
exist. Our results show a dependence of the Stokes shift
from the H Si-nc size in accordance with Puzder et al.38

and Franceschetti et al.35 although our outcomes stay in
the middle with respect to them. The discrepancies could
be due to the different codes used: a DFT-GGA-PBE non-
spin-polarised calculation in our case, a DFT-LDA (Local
Density Approximation) singlet–triplet calculation in the
case of Puzder where the total energies of the excited
states have been computed assuming a triplet spin configu-
ration, a DFT-LSDA (Local Spin Density Approximation)
with ultrasoft pseudopotentials for Franceschetti. Experi-
mentally, very few measurements exist on hydrogenated
Si clusters and what emerges is a decreasing of the Stokes
shift value with increasing clusters dimension.48�49

A last point must be stressed here. Recent results con-
cerning optical gain in silicon nanoclusters embedded in a
SiO2 matrix have been explained within a four-level, rate
equation model.23�24�27 In that case the electronic spectrum
becomes more complex due to the presence of oxygen that
can induce localized states within the nanocrystals gap (see
Section 3). Anyway, the presence of the Stokes shift as
depicted above can still give a possible interpretation of
the nature of the levels invoked by the model. They can
be identified with the HOMO and LUMO states in the
ground- and excited-state configuration. Starting from a
silicon nanocluster in its ground state, the pumping mech-
anism induces the HOMO-LUMO transition followed by a
structural relaxation which leads to a more favorable geo-
metrical arrangement of the atoms. This modifies the band
edges, giving rise to new, differently localized HOMO and
LUMO states now involved in the emission process.

Concerning the optical properties of the hydro-
genated clusters and the comparison between different
ab-initio methods, Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra
of the Si5H12 cluster calculated using different DFT-
based methods.34 In particular we have performed a
LDA calculation in the Random Phase Approximation

J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 8, 479–492, 2008 483
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Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of the Si5H12 cluster calculated using differ-
ent DFT based methods: LDA-RPA black (black), GW-RPA red (dark
gray), BSE violet (light gray), TDLDA blue (light black). BSE and
TDLDA calculations naturally include local fields effects (LF). In the
case of TDLDA, the correlation contribution to the kernel gives small
corrections to the “LF only” result.

(RPA-LDA, neglecting Local Fields), we have calculated
the self-energy corrections within the GW method (RPA-
GW), then the excitonic effects have been included both
performing a time dependent local density approxima-
tion (TDLDA) calculation and a fully excitonic calcula-
tion through the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). As usual
we note an underestimation of the optical gap in the
RPA-LDA scheme with respect to the experimental value
(6.5 eV).45 Concerning the RPA-GW method (the self-
energy corrections) the main result is a huge opening of the
optical gap. The effects of the electron-hole interaction on
the optical properties (BSE result) is also quite large, the
excitonic binding energy is of the order of 3 eV, resulting
in a sort of compensation with respect to the GW open-
ing. Interestingly the BSE and TDLDA results are similar
regarding the absorption onset and in agreement with the
experimental result.

3. ABSORPTION AND EMISSION SPECTRA:
MANY BODY EFFECTS AND
OXYGEN ROLE

The aim of the present section is to investigate the mech-
anisms involved in the modification of the electronic and
optical properties of Si nanocrystals when they are oxi-
dized. We have studied six different clusters. Computa-
tional details are the same as in the previous section,
except that LDA instead of GGA has been used.50 We
have simulated the oxidation considering the adamantane-
like Si10H16 nanocrystal (left of the first row in Fig. 5), and
by adding an oxygen atom to its ground state structure.
This can be made either without removing H atoms (hence
leading to Si10H16O, shown on the right of the first row

Fig. 5. Structure of Si10H16, Si10H16O, and the four isomers of
Si10H14O. In the ball and stick representation, Si is light blue (gray),
H is gray (light gray), and O is red (dark gray). All clusters have very
reduced symmetry, except for the unoxidized Si10H16, which has the full
Td symmetry.

of Fig. 5, with an O atom placed on one of the 12 equiv-
alent Si Si bonds of Si10H16), or by replacing a pair of
hydrogens with one oxygen (in this case, no Si Si bond
is broken). In the latter case, one is lead to one of the four
different isomers of Si10H14O, shown on the two bottom
rows of Figure 5. In all the isomers, oxygen is covalently
bonded to silicon, with either a double bond (“double” iso-
mer, left of the third row, containing a Si O bond like in
the silanone H2SiO structure), or with different kinds of
bridge (i.e., Si O Si bonds). In particular, oxygen can
make a bridge between two “first neighbors” or “second
neighbors” Si atoms (“asym” and “sym” isomers, shown,
respectively, on the right of the second row and on the left
of the bottom row), or it can lay in an “interstitial” posi-
tion inside the Si10 cage (“interst” isomer, bottom-right of
the figure).

Firstly we have considered the structural modifica-
tions induced by oxidation of Si10H16.50 As expected,
Si H bond lengths are almost unaffected; however, also
the Si Si bonds are found to undergo very limited
changes. Bond angles, on the contrary, register very large
changes, up to 37% in Si10H14O-sym. The isomer with

484 J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 8, 479–492, 2008
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double Si O bond (i.e., Si10H14O-double) undergoes
smaller relaxations than isomers with bridge bonds: this
observation is in agreement with the results of Luppi and
Ossicini for other nanocrystals.19 Moreover, in accordance
with the works of Puzder et al.38 we find that Si10H14O-
sym (the stablest isomer) has a larger binding energy (by
1.7 eV) than Si10H14O-double. The relative stability of the
other bridge-bonded isomer (Si10H14O-asym) is very sim-
ilar to that of the double-bonded cluster (i.e., +16 eV),
while the interstitially-bonded isomer (Si10H14O-interst) is
found at a significantly higher energy (+26 eV) with
respect to Si10H14O-sym. In Si10H14O-double the Si O
bond has a very similar length (1.529 Å) as the one
obtained by Luppi and Ossicini Si14H18O (1.524 Å); the
strain of Si Si bond lengths and the angle variation
due to oxidation are also essentially the same. The struc-
tural modification induced by the creation of a Si O Si
bridge over a covalent Si Si bond can be compared with
those taking place on Si surfaces exposed to oxygen.

Besides structural modifications, oxidation induces sig-
nificant changes in the electronic properties. First, one
expects a splitting of the degenerate Kohn-Sham levels of
Si10H16, due to the symmetry reduction; second, adding
an oxygen atom will introduce electronic states with
respect to the nonoxidized cluster. Furthermore, there are
oxygen-related states appearing inside the energy region
of the Si10H16 HOMO-LUMO gap. As it has been already
described in previous works19�22�38�51 oxidation of the con-
sidered system induces hence a reduction of the HOMO-
LUMO gap. Our results for the different systems studied
are summarized in Table II. An important remark which
comes out from the analysis of our results is that the inten-
sity of the gap reduction depends more strongly on the
specific isomer considered than on the type of bond. In
agreement with Puzder et al.38 and Luppi and Ossicini19

we find that the formation of a double bond determines a
strong reduction of the gap; in comparison, the gap reduc-
tion in Si10H14O-sym is small. However, in the remaining
two isomers with bridge bond the calculated gap turns out
to be even smaller than in Si10H14O-double.

To date very few papers have addressed the issue of the
excited-state configurations, which is mostly relevant for
small clusters with a high surface to volume ratio. Theo-
retically their description has been performed using the so

Table II. HOMO-LUMO gap (in eV), calculated within DFT-LDA for
all the oxidized nanocrystals considered. In columns 3–5, the difference
� with respect to the “clean” Si10H16 nanocrystal is reported. Data from
Refs. [19, 38] have been estimated from graphical representations.

HOMO-LUMO gap � � �

Cluster This work This work Ref. [38] Ref. [19]

Si10H14O-double 247 −212 −21 −21
Si10H14O-asym 242 −217
Si10H14O-sym 374 −085 −09
Si10H14O-interst 195 −264
Si10H16O 400 −059

called CDFT method,33�35�38�52 the method that has been
outlined and used in the previous Section 2 (see Fig. 1). In
this section we calculate not only the transition energies
but also the absorption and emission optical spectra. For
both the ground (configuration (1) in Fig. 1) and excited
state relaxed geometry (configuration (3) in Fig. 1), the
transition energies and the optical response Im 
NC��� (the
imaginary part of the nanocrystal dielectric function) are
evaluated through first-principle calculations53 also beyond
the one-particle approach.

For the absorption and emission spectra we consider the
self-energy corrections54 by means of the GW method and
the excitonic effects through the solution of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation.55 The effect of local fields is also
included, to take into account the inhomogeneity of the
systems. In order to perform emission spectra calculations,
we use the excited state geometry and the ground state
electronic configuration (configuration (4) in Fig. 1). Thus,
strictly speaking, Im 
NC��� corresponds to an absorption
spectrum in a new atomic geometry. In other words, we
consider the emission, in first approximation, simply as
the time reversal of the absorption.56 For the first time, the
electron-hole interaction is here considered in the emission
geometry.

Starting from the Si10H16 structure configuration for all
clusters, we consider two types of Si/O bonds at its sur-
face: the silanone-like Si O bond (Si10H14 O) and the
Si O Si bridge bond, where the O atom makes a bridge
between two “second neighbors” Si atoms as in the SiO2

(Si10H14O-sym, from here referred as Si10H14>O, the sta-
blest isomer). In Figure 6 the Stokes-Shifts (the difference
between the absorption and emission gap) calculated with
TDLDA (calculations performed using the ABINIT code),
GW-BSE (using a 30 Ry cutoff and a number of plane
waves up to 8873) and constrained-LDA are shown for the

Fig. 6. Calculated Stokes shift for the Si10H16, Si10H14>O and
Si10H14 O double clusters. The calculation have been performed using
GW+BSE: left, red (dots), TDLDA: middle, blue (squares), constrained
LDA: right, purple (triangles) methods.
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systems studied. For the hydrogenated system and for the
cluster with the double bond the three techniques are in
quite good agreement while for the system with the bridge
bond there are differences in particular in the emission
energy. In this last case the BSE approach shows that more
than one e–h pair has a substantial contribution to the
lower energy exciton. Obviously CDFT works best when
the excited state is a linear combination of e–h pairs with
only one single dominant component. However we notice
that, by performing a CDFT calculation, one allows all the
orbitals to relax hence the resulting excited state, even if
represented by one electron-hole pair, is not the same as
the unrelaxed state which enter the linear combination of
e–h pairs building up the excited state in the BSE scheme.
Thus some orbital mixing is present at the CDFT level.

Figure 7 presents the relaxed structures of the con-
sidered clusters in their ground state (configuration (1)
in Fig. 1) and in the electronic excited state configura-
tion (configuration (3) in Fig. 1). The ionic relaxation
has produced structural changes with respect to the initial
geometry which strongly depend on the type of surface

Fig. 7. Calculated structures for the Si10H16 (top panel), Si10H14 O
(central panel) and Si10H14>O (bottom panel) clusters at relaxed geome-
try in both the ground- (left panels) and excited-state (right panels). The
Si atoms are yellow (gray), the H atoms are light blue (light gray), and
the O atom is red (black).

termination. In Si10H16, no much distortion occurs at the
surface in the excited state as compared to the ground
state geometry, only the Si Si distances in the core shells
are somehow concerned by the excitation. In the case of
Si10H14 O, the changes are mainly localized near the
O atom, in particular the angle between the double bonded
O and its linked Si atom is modified (see Fig. 7). In
the bridge structure (Si10H14>O), instead, the deforma-
tion is localized around the Si O Si bond determin-
ing a considerable strain in the Si Si dimer distances.
These structural changes are reflected in the electronic and
optical properties. This is shown in Figure 8, where the
calculated absorption and emission spectra are depicted.

Fig. 8. Up: Imaginary part of the dielectric function (in arbitrary units)
for the three Si-nc describing Absorption (dashed line, black) and Emis-
sion (solid line, red) spectra in the ground state and excited state geome-
tries, respectively. Si10H16 (top panel), Si10H14 O (central panel), and
Si10H14>O (bottom panel). In the calculation self-energy (GW), local-
field and excitonic effects (BSE-LF) are fully taken into account. In all
cases we have used the same unit cell, thus the intensities of the spectra
are comparable. Down: experimental results (red: emission and black:
absorption by Ma et al.57).
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In the figures, each panel reports the imaginary part of
the dielectric function for absorption (dashed line) and
emission (solid line) of the three considered clusters,
the hydrogenated and the two oxidized ones. Self-energy,
local-field, and excitonic effects (BSE-LF) are fully taken
into account.

Concerning the absorption spectra (Fig. 8, dashed lines),
all three cases show a similar smooth increase in the
absorption features. The situation for the emission-related
spectra is clearly different (Fig. 8, solid lines). Here,
whereas the situation remain similar for the fully hydro-
genated Si10H16 cluster and for the Si10H14 O cluster,
in the case of the Si O Si bridge bond (Fig. 8(c)) an
important excitonic peak, separated from the rest of the
spectrum, is evident at ∼15 eV. Actually bound exci-
tons are present also in the fully hydrogenated (at 0.4 eV)
and in the Si10H14 O (at 1.0 eV) clusters, with calcu-
lated binding energies even larger than in the case of the
Si O Si bridge bond (3.4 and 3.6 eV respectively, to
be compared with a binding energy of 2.0 eV in the case
of the bridge bond cluster). Nevertheless, the related tran-
sitions are almost dark and the emission intensity is very
low. Only in the case of the Si O Si bridge bond the
photoluminescence peak appears thanks to the strong oscil-
lator strength of the related transition.

The bottom of Figure 8 shows the experimental absorp-
tion and emission spectra measured by Ma et al.57 for
Si-nanodots embedded in SiO2 matrix. A strong photo-
luminescence peak appears around 1.5 eV. Comparison
of the experimental spectra with our results suggests that
the presence of a Si O Si bridge bond at the surface
of Si-nc can explain the nature of luminescence in Si
nanocrystallites: only in this case the presence of an exci-
tonic peak in the emission related spectra, red shifted with
respect to the absorption onset, provides an explanation for
both the observed Stokes shift and the near-visible PL in
Si-nc. It is worthwhile to stress that the role of the inter-
face has been experimentally proven to be important for
the PL properties of embedded Si-nc in SiO2 (Ref. [58])
and in the mechanism of population inversion at the origin
of the optical gain;24�58 besides, Monte Carlo approaches
have demonstrated that Si O Si bridge bonds are the
main building blocks in the formation of Si SiO2 flat
interfaces59 and form the low energy geometries at the
interface for Si-nc embedded in silicon dioxide.60 In con-
clusion, our theoretical results, obtained by ab-initio cal-
culations and fully including excitonic effects, suggest that
the Si O Si bridge bond is responsible for the strong
PL peak experimentally observed, and shed some light on
the role of the Si-nc SiO2 interface.

4. DOPING IN SI-NANOCRYSTALS

Another possibility for changing the optical properties of
Si-nc is the use of doping. Actually it has been shown that

the PL peak can be tuned also below the bulk Si band gap
by properly controlling the impurities, for example by B
and P co-doping.30–32

Theoretical studies of impurities in silicon quantum dots
have lagged relative to calculations for pure, un-doped sys-
tems. Only few first principles studies are present in the lit-
erature, devoted to quantum confinement effects in single
doped Si-nc.61–63 The results point out that the ionization
energy for the Si-nc is virtually size independent and that
the donor and acceptor binding energies are substantially
enhanced. Recently we have performed a preliminar the-
oretical study that considers also the simultaneous doping
of Si-nc with n- and p-type impurities.64 In this section we
will present our recent results concerning the structural,
electronic, and optical properties of single and co-doped
silicon nanocrystals. The structural changes of the doped
Si-nc have been investigated not only as a function of the
size but also of the impurity position within the nano-
cluster and of the number of doping species. Our results
have been obtained through a plane-wave, pseudopotential
density functional calculation of impurity states in spher-
ical Si-nc, with diameter ranging from 1.04 nm (Si29H36)
to 2.24 nm (Si293H172). The Si-nc are built taking all the
bulk Si atoms contained within a sphere of a given radius
and terminating the surface dangling bonds with hydro-
gen. Each cluster is centered on a Si atom. We always
consider, as in the experiments, B and P impurities in sub-
stitutional sites. Full relaxation with respect to the atomic
positions is performed for both doped and un-doped sys-
tems. All the calculations have been performed using the
ESPRESSO package,53 within the GGA approximation
using Vanderbilt ultrasoft65 pseudopotentials. The Si-nc
have been embedded in large supercells in order to prevent
interactions between the periodic replicas (about 6 Å of
vacuum separates neighbor clusters in all the considered
systems). A careful analysis has been performed on the
convergence of both the electronic and structural proper-
ties with respect to both the supercell side and plane-wave
basis set cut-off. The structural and electronic properties,
together with the impurity formation energy, are investi-
gated as a function of the size and of the impurity position
within the Si-nc. For the co-doped Si-nc the formation
energies were compared with the corresponding single-
doped cases. Indeed the absorption properties of the Si-nc
have been calculated through the imaginary part of the
dielectric function.

The first important point is related to the change of
the structural properties induced by the impurity pres-
ence. It comes out that the amount of the relaxation
around the impurity is directly related to the impurity
valence. In particular a more significant distortion is found
for the trivalent atoms (boron), for which one electron
for the bonding with the surrounding Si atoms is miss-
ing. In fact, for the B-doped clusters, while the Si Si
bond lengths keep almost unchanged, some reconstruc-
tion occurs around the impurity. The overall structure has
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C3v symmetry, with an impurity displacement along the
	111
 direction when it is placed at the nanocluster center.
Such displacement leads to one longer and three shorter
(and equal) Si-impurity distances. While the longer bond is
“almost” independent on the size, the shorter one decreases
with the size. It is interesting to note that the relaxation of
the bulk Si supercell containing the B impurity leads to an
“almost” Td configuration, in which the four B Si bonds
are practically the same. For pentavalent atoms, regard-
ing the P-doped Si-nc, the relaxation leads to a nearly
Td symmetry,61 in which the differences between the four
P Si bonds are negligible, less than 0.7%.

Starting from the SinHm nanocluster,33 the formation
energy for the neutral X impurity can be defined as the
energy needed to insert the X atom with chemical potential
�X within the cluster after removing a Si atom (transferred
to the external chemical reservoir, assumed to be bulk Si61�

Ef = E�Sin−1XHm�−E�SinHm�+�Si −�X

where E is the total energy of the system, �Si the total
energy per atom of bulk Si, �X the total energy per atom of
the impurity (We consider the total energy per atom in the
tetragonal B50 crystal for B, and the orthorhombic black
phosphorus for P). Our calculations clearly show that for
smaller Si-nc a larger energy is needed for the formation

Fig. 9. Formation energies for neutral impurities as a function of the
impurity position within the cluster (b). The impurity is moved along two
different paths toward the surface, as shown in (a).

Table III. Bond lengths at the subsurface substitutional site where the
impurities are located for the un-doped Si87H76 cluster and the single-
and co-doped ones. Sis and Sii refer to surface and inner Si atoms around
this site respectively.

Bond Si87H76 Å Bond Si86BH76 Å Si86PH76 Å Si85BPH76 Å

Si Sis 2.355 B Sis 2.036 2.021
Si Sis 2.355 B Sis 2.036 2.021
Si Sii 2.363 B Sii 2.014 2.034
Si Sii 2.363 B Sii 2.014 2.034

Si Sis 2.355 P Sis 2.294 2.295
Si Sis 2.355 P Sis 2.294 2.295
Si Sii 2.363 P Sii 2.380 2.331
Si Sii 2.363 P Sii 2.380 2.331

of the impurity. For B-doped Si-nc a decreasing behavior
of Ef versus 1/R is observed, that can be described by the
linear formula

Ef = 080+464/R

where R is expressed in Å and Ef in eV, and the value
Ef = 080 eV corresponds to doped bulk Si. For P-doped
Si-nc the same decreasing behavior of Ef versus 1/R is
observed, the linear formula is now

Ef = 021+498/R

The fact that the calculated formation energy is lower for
larger Si-nc is in qualitative agreement with the observed
suppression of the PL in doped Si nanocrystals. Fujii
et al.32 have shown that on increasing the annealing tem-
perature both the Si-nc size increases and a stronger PL
suppression is observed. This effect is a signature of an
higher impurity concentration, thus showing that larger
Si-nc can more easily sustain the doping.

Fig. 10. Formation energy of the neutral impurities located at subsur-
face positions as a function of the doping: B (left) and P (right) single-
doped and B-P (middle) co-doped nanoclusters are considered. The lines
are a guide for the eyes. Dashed lines (green and blue): neutral impu-
rities separated from each other by largest possible distances within the
Si-nc, and solid lines (black and red): neutral impurities located at nearest
neighbor distances in the co-doped clusters. Squares (green and black) are
related to the Si87H76 nanoclusters, circles (red and blue) to the Si147H100

ones.
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The formation energy changes also as a function of
the impurity position within the Si-nc. When the impurity
is moved from the cluster center toward the surface, an
energy drop is found as the B impurity is moved to the
Si layer just below the surface. In Figure 9 we show the for-
mation energy for the B neutral impurity in the Si146BH100

cluster. The impurity is moved from the cluster center
toward the surface along two paths, shown in Figure 9(a).
The calculated energies are shown in Figure 9(b). On the

Fig. 11. From the top to the bottom: the HOMO (left) and LUMO
(right) square modulus contour plots calculated for the Si87H76, the single-
doped Si86BH76, the single-doped Si86PH76, and the co-doped Si85BPH76

nanoclusters. The isosurfaces correspond to 10% of the maximum value.
B (violet) impurity is located at the bottom of the Si-nc, P (green) at
the top. The Si atoms are cyan (gray) and the H atoms are yellow (light
gray).

x-axis we put the distance from the center of the replaced
Si atom in the Si147H100 cluster. It comes out that as far as
the replaced atoms moves within the internal core, varia-
tions not higher than 0.06 eV are found. Instead, a larger
energy drop, of either 0.25 eV or 0.35 eV, is found as the
B is moved to the Si layer just below the surface. This is
explained by considering that such positions are the only
which allow a significant reconstruction around the impu-
rity, because in the other cases the surrounding Si cage is
quite stable. Thus, as the B atom is moved toward the sur-
face the formation energy decreases, making the positions
underlying the surface more stable. Moreover in these
cases the local structure has now a C2v symmetry, with two
shorter and two longer Si-impurity distances with respect
to the surface and inner Si atoms (see Table III). Recently
these findings have received an experimental support.66

Table III gives the relaxed bond lengths around the
impurity in subsurface positions for the Si87H76-nc (the
results are quite similar for the Si147H100 ones). Both
single- and co-doped cases have been considered. It is
interesting to note that in the co-doped case the differ-
ences among the four impurity-Si bond lengths are clearly
smaller with respect to the single-doped case. Thus, if car-
riers in the Si-nc are perfectly compensated by simultane-
ously doping with n- and p-type impurities, an almost Td
configuration is recovered in which the four impurity-Si
bonds are practically the same.

This fact is reflected in the formation energy (FE)
results. The FE’s, are reported in Figure 10, for B-,
P-doped, and B-P-co-doped Si-nc for two, different in size,
Si-nc. In all cases the impurities are located in subsur-
face positions. The figure at the top is related to neutral
impurities located at the largest possible distances, the bot-
tom to impurities that are nearest neighbor. From Figure 10
it is clear that simultaneous doping strongly reduces (by
about 1 eV) Ef with respect to both single-doped cases.
This reduction is similar for Si-nc of different size. The
important point here is that Si-nc can be more easily simul-
taneously doped than single-doped; this is a consequence
of both the charge compensation and the minor struc-
tural deformation. Moreover the formation energy is lower
when the impurities are nearest neighbor, thus confirming
the important role played by electrostatic attraction.

Regarding the electronic properties the influence of sin-
gle or co-doping is marked. The presence of donor or
acceptor states lowers the HOMO-LUMO energy gap EG

of the un-doped Si-nc. For single-doped Si-nc the HOMO
level now contains only one electron and is strongly local-
ized either on B or P impurity. For example in the case of
the Si86BH76 doped nanocrystals the defect level is located
above the valence band and the energy gap is reduced from
2.59 to 2.31 eV, whereas for the Si86PH76 doped nano-
crystals the defect level is located below the conduction
band and the energy gap is now 0.28 eV. What is impor-
tant is that the electronic properties of B- and P-co-doped
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Fig. 12. Top panel: DFT-LDA calculated imaginary part of the dielec-
tric function (
2) for the Si86BH76 single-doped cluster, red. Center panel:
the same for the Si86PH76 single-doped cluster. Bottom panel: the same
for the Si85BPH76 co-doped cluster. In all panels the result for the 
2 of
the un-doped Si87H76 cluster (dashed line, black) is reported for compar-
ison. A Gaussian broadening of 0.1 has been used.

Si-nc are qualitatively and quantitatively different from
those of either B- or P-doped Si-nc. For the Si85BPH76

nanocrystals EG is lowered from 2.59 eV (pure Si-nc) to
1.82 eV (co-doped Si-nc). The results for the Si145H100

case are similar: EG reduces from 2.30 eV of the pure
Si-nc to 1.56 eV of the Si145BPH100 nanocrystal. For pure
Si-nc larger than those considered here, having a smaller
EG, it would be possible by co-doping to obtain an EG

even smaller than the bulk Si bandgap in agreement with
the experimental outcomes.30�32 Besides on going from the
pure, to the single-, to the co-doped Si-nc the HOMO

Fig. 13. The HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) square modulus contour plots calculated for the co-doped Si85BPH76 nanoclusters with B (gray) and P
(green) impurities as first nearest neighbor. The Si atoms are yellow, and the H atoms are white. The isosurfaces correspond to 10% of the maximum
value.

and LUMO states progressively localize on the impurities.
In the co-doped case the HOMO is strongly localized on
the B impurity and the LUMO on the P impurity (see
Fig. 11 that visualizes the calculated square modulus con-
tour plots related to HOMO and LUMO states, showing
their localization within the Si-nc).

These facts have a profound influence on the optical
properties of the Si-nc. The optical properties have been
calculated through the imaginary part 
2 of the dielec-
tric function. Due to the strong confinement effects, only
transitions at the � point have been considered. Figure 12
reports our calculated imaginary parts of the dielectric
function �
2� for the Si87H76 clusters. We consider B- (top
panel), P- (center panel) single doped nanocrystals, and
the B and P co-doped (bottom panel) nanocrystal. In all
cases the result is compared with the corresponding one for
the un-doped Si87H76 clusters. Concerning the un-doped
cases we see that several new peaks appear in the low
energy region between 0 and 2 eV. These peaks are due
to the “interband” and “intraband” transitions that involve
the impurity state, that is located in the band energy gap.
These new features could be important for applications in
the infrared region and in Raman lasers technology. For
the co-doped Si85BPH76 cluster, as shown at the bottom of
Figure 12, we note the shift of the optical gap to lower
energies and the rise of new strong features not present
for the un-doped Si87H76 cluster. The enhancement of the
intensity in this region is a direct consequence of the local-
ization process of the HOMO and LUMO states on the
impurities described above. One can expect for the exci-
ton an enhancement of the intensity as consequence of the
localization process. This is confirmed by the results for
the HOMO and LUMO localization for the same co-doped
Si85BPH76 cluster when the B and P impurities are nearest
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neighbor, that show an increase in the overlap between the
two states (see Fig. 13).

These outcomes can explain the experimental data,30�32

which show a PL intensity for co-doped Si-nc even higher
than that of pure Si-nc and have demonstrated that by
co-doping it is possible to shift the PL peak even below
the Si bulk band gap.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the results of first-principle
calculations related to the structural, electronic, and optical
properties of semiconductor nanostructures. In our investi-
gations we considered both un-doped and doped Si-based
nanocrystals, with diameters ranging up to 2.5 nm. Par-
ticular attention has been paid to the outcomes related to
the nanocrystals excited state. In particular we have found
that:

(i) the presence of an electron-hole pair in the nanocrystals
causes a strong deformation of the structures with respect
to their ground-state configuration, and this is more evident
for the smaller systems,
(ii) a significant contribution to the Stokes shift arises from
structural relaxation after excitation of the nanocluster, thus
considering the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the ground and
excited state as the proper absorption and emission energies
is worse predicted the smaller is the cluster,
(iii) concerning the absorption spectra, the inclusion of
many-body effects within BSE or TDLDA gives results
that are quite similar regarding the absorption onset and in
agreement with the experimental outcomes,
(iv) the oxidation of the Si-nc induces structural modifi-
cation and significant changes in the electronic properties
that depend on the type of the Si O bond,
(v) the full inclusion of the excitonic effects in the calcu-
lation of the emission spectra suggest that the Si O Si
bridge bond is responsible for the strong PL peak experi-
mentally observed in oxidized Si-nc,
(vi) the Si-nc can be more easily simultaneously doped
than single-doped,
(vii) finally, by co-doping it is possible to engineer the PL
properties of the Si-nc.
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